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COCO {Enrichment}®

Enrich transactional data to improve user 
experience and understand the spending 
habits of your customers.

coinscrapfinance.com



COCO {Enrichment}®

Clearly identifies and displays the merchants, their 
geolocation and the categories of all bank transactions.



coinscrapfinance.com

Our software is integrated into the digital platform of banks and insurers in a simple way and 
at a reduced cost. In addition, we work with the world's leading open banking aggregators to 
guarantee global coverage.


It is a system that can be consumed through its installation on the entity's servers, from a 
private cloud or from the Coinscrap Finance cloud.

Totally flexible and multilanguage installation.

Simple and agile integration
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On cloud Via SaaS



Benefits

Connects
The system receives all 
the raw transactions from 
the user's bank accounts.

01

Better user experience

A good UX is a basic motivator for Gen X 
and Gen Z when it comes to choosing their 
bank. It also influences the recurrence of 
use of the platforms.

Network compliance

Mastercard published a regulation by 
which all issuers in its network must have an 
enrichment solution by October 14, 2023. 
Visa is working on a similar measure. Our 
solution meets the requirements of both 
networks.

Better understanding  
of customer spending

Access relevant information about how 
your customers spend their money and 
where. Know their financial habits to make 
better strategic decisions based on data.

coinscrapfinance.com

How does it work?
With our flexible installation, you achieve your goals in 3 easy steps:

Categorizes
The IA engine analyzes data 
in seconds to show a 360º 
overview of the customer’s 
financial situation.

02 Enriches
COCO{Enrichment} It adds a 
layer of enrichment to the huge 
amount of info and transfers it 
to the personalized dashboard 
to improve business decision-
making.

03

Reduction in chargebacks

According to our customer’s insights, 
chargebacks are reduced by 40% after 
implementing COCO {Enrichment}. A 
single cancellation can cost up to €20 to 
the bank.



Backed by strong  financial  investors

Our customers and partners,  
our  best  testimony.


PFM designed for Banco Santander

Harness the power of

transactional data
Request a demo to discover the  
full potential of our solutions.

coinscrapfinance.com

sales@coinscrapfinance.com


